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CHAPTER 1

A test of fitness 
and character

ULBIR Bhaura has rich hockey memories . Born 
in the Punjab district of Jalandhar in 1955, Kulbir 

lived 100 metres from Layallpur Khalsa College, 
notable for being one of the top colleges for hockey in the 
1960s with India at its peak on the world stage . Kulbir’s 
brother also happened to be a fellow class student of Ajit 
Pal Singh, who was to go on to help India lift the 1975 
World Cup as a goal-hungry centre-forward .

Hockey was simply in Kulbir’s blood . Watching these 
famous players in action set the tone . He became school 
captain, aged 12, before a family decision was taken to 
settle in England one year later .

Kulbir arrived on English shores in 1968, his father 
having emigrated in 1964 . With his lack of English, 
his Indian Army father, sponsored by his brother, was 

K
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consigned to work in factories and set up roots in Southall, 
with Kulbir attending Featherstone School .

Kulbir’s older brother was a member of Indian 
Gymkhana Hockey Club, and he soon tagged along . It 
was a naturally strong team, full of fresh Indian, Kenyan 
and Pakistani players burning off a week’s work on the 
hockey outfields . Initially, the affable Kulbir didn’t get a 
look in . Three years after his arrival in England, though, 
he became a regular player in the 1st XI . Aged 18, he then 
trialled as a right-wing for Middlesex, the strongest county 
in the 70s at the time, alongside Teddington, Hounslow 
and Southgate .

He played for five years with the county, and with 
each passing year was being asked to play at a better club, 
with Gymkhana playing in a lower league . Needing more 
recognition, the softly spoken talent asked for the blessings 
of his friends at the club to move to Hounslow, and left with 
no ill feelings .

Within two months, he was called up to the England 
squad by coach David Vinson, the revered Southgate coach 
who was to play an invaluable part in GB’s hockey success 
thanks to his innovative coaching techniques . Trials were 
held at Crystal Palace in 1979 and Kulbir never looked 
back, holding his place in both the England and GB squads 
up until the Seoul Olympics .

‘It was a proud moment for the club and the Asian 
community as a whole,’ says Kulbir . ‘I have relatives in 
India – I would get phone calls from them, who said it was 
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a big deal back in India too; seeing a Sikh born and bred 
in Jalandhar .’

On his call-up, he applied for British nationality . It 
transpired that Kulbir’s first eight internationals (mostly 
friendly matches) were played under Indian citizenship . 
For the England internationals at Lord’s in 1980, an official 
took the decision to drop Kulbir, given the sensitive matter 
of the fledgling international holding an Indian passport . 
Instead, he played for Middlesex on the hallowed Lord’s 
turf the following day .

By day, Kulbir had gone into mainframe IT work as a 
trainee . By 1984 he was a computer analyst programmer 
for a construction company in Wembley . By night, he was 
becoming one of the country’s most talented forwards .

At the same time, Stephen Batchelor’s progression was 
also taking shape . He is often asked the question of the 
England and Great Britain side as the 1980s developed: 
‘Were you lucky to win? A lucky side, perhaps?’ Batchelor 
is able to answer the questions by harking back to the time 
he played trials at Taunton School as a 15-year-old .

‘You did the trials and they picked the team before we 
all left,’ he says . ‘My name wasn’t picked and we were getting 
in the car to go home when an official came running over 
and said I had in fact been selected for Somerset . I always 
wonder what would have happened if I hadn’t been picked 
that day .’

Then came England trials, and a teenage setback which 
saw him being overlooked at Bisham Abbey for a tour to 
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Australia . But he didn’t have to wait long before he was 
called up for England for his first cap against Ireland, in 
the last hockey match to be played at Lord’s .

The Surrey player was one of the few to have made 
all of England’s age group teams up until under-21 level . 
A gifted and quick winger, when the 18-year-old stepped 
out at Lord’s he became the youngest player to have been 
capped for England at the time . It was the last time he 
played for his country for three years .

The multi-talented youngster also had a love for tennis . 
He worked his way through the age groups for six years, 
playing alongside Jeremy Bates, Britain’s future number 
one, as one of the four best players in Surrey . His doubles 
partner at Millfield was Andrew Castle, another future 
professional, although the pair was seen as only the third 
best in the school .

By 1983 he was living in the south of France, ensconced 
at a Nick Bollettieri-style tennis academy under the 
auspices of Pierre Barthes . He was playing low-level satellite 
tournaments across Europe, with his dream of making it as 
a professional . Hockey was far from his mind .

At the time he was being sponsored by Peter Blacker, a 
multi-millionaire property developer . Life was treating him 
well . Then, one azure day, he received a call from Roger Self 
asking him to return to the UK .

The Soviet Union had pulled out of the Los Angeles 
Olympics, on a date marked as exactly the same number 
of days before the opening ceremony of the 23rd Games 
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as the Americans had done four years previously for the 
Moscow Olympics .

The Soviet government had used ‘hostile anti-Soviet 
propaganda’ and threats against Soviet participants in its 
decision . ‘If I come back, what are my chances?’ Batchelor 
had asked Self . ‘Well, if you play like you did before you left, 
you have a good chance .’ Batchelor spoke to his sponsor, 
who left him with a decision to make . ‘It’s a no-brainer, isn’t 
it? You’ve got to go .’

Eight weeks before the 1984 Olympics, he returned 
to Britain and travelled up to the team’s training camp . 
Batchelor will never forget the welcome . ‘Roger got out his 
Karachi King hockey stick and started whacking balls at 
me, while all the other guys were having drinks, as I had 
just got off a plane . He was hitting balls to see if I could 
stop them . Of course I could, as all I had been doing was 
playing tennis .’

After several months away from hockey, Batchelor had 
‘got in the squad and been put straight into the GB Olympic 
team . It was like riding a bike!’

Coupled with this, he had swapped the south of 
France for Surrey, his childhood county, and was now 
neighbours with a fellow team-mate . ‘I was terrified of 
Sean Kerly and we then became great mates . Our houses 
backed on to each other twice in two different places in 
Horley and Reigate .

‘There was so little time preparing, as we were an 
amateur sport as well . Lawyers, doctors, everyone was 
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doing their own thing and we had to take time off . Sean 
more than anyone had to sacrifice a lot more than most in 
the end and gave it all up .’

There was a further stumbling block as far as Batchelor 
was concerned . ‘My own hockey association was trying to 
ban me from playing in the Olympics,’ he reflects matter-
of-factly .

Batchelor’s income had come from tennis coaching, 
with his company name set up as Pro Coach . ‘Because I 
had the name “pro” in it, I couldn’t go to LA as I wasn’t 
an amateur . They were trying to find a way of stopping 
me going . Eventually I changed the name . It didn’t really 
bother me in the end and I just got on with it .’

Richard Leman was an energetic seven-year-old when 
he ‘just got on with it’ . He was playing hockey for Feltham 
Preparatory School in Surrey on a cold, wet day . He was 
playing up the slope and snow came down . ‘Christ, I’m 
absolutely loving this,’ he thought . ‘I remember looking 
down at my small legs but I was enjoying it all .’

One of four boys, Leman junior used to go down on 
a Thursday to East Grinstead Hockey Club before the 
weekend matches . His father was captain at the Sussex 
League outfit, soon to become the county’s leading club; 
he was a big presence in running the club for 25 years, 
building the pavilion, mowing the grass and stocking the 
bar . Sport was a part of Richard’s young life . He played 
hockey ‘anywhere and anytime’ and a constant line from 
his mother was ‘no balls in the kitchen!’
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He was first picked at England under-16 level and 
remembers going to Aston University for an England trial 
– Possibles v Probables – while at Greshams .

Like Batchelor, Leman progressed through all the age 
group England teams, while ensconced on the left wing . He 
was a one-club man, barring two seasons playing indoor 
with then specialists Tulse Hill . And, like Batchelor and 
Kulbir, one of his first matches came at Lord’s on that 
fateful tannoy day . His weekend was to end the following 
day with a second Test against Ireland at Crystal Palace . 
Leman is still reminded of the time when he took a penalty 
flick and is ‘still going on the No . 37 bus’ .

Sean Kerly’s first international cap came against the 
tough, state-funded Poles at the same venue one year later . 
His cap came in the form of a pair of England socks . ‘I’m 
going to play for England,’ thought Kerly in the changing 
room, having no recollection of the actual team talk .

Born in Kent, Kerly had spent his early years in 
Manchester before moving back south to Chatham as an 
11-year-old . His father, who played English Schools rugby 
as a bustling 6ft wing-forward, applied for him to go to 
Simon Langton Grammar School in Canterbury, at the time 
not considered a rugby or hockey school .

Kerly was small in stature compared with his peers, 
and wasn’t keen on hockey during his first forays . Tommy 
Thomas, a highly likeable Welshman, changed all that . ‘He 
was a brilliant teacher and great with groups of kids . He said 
to me “C’mon on, Sean, you’ll enjoy it .” He made Kerly and 
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co . laugh with the dummies he used to produce on the field 
– the kids being sent one way as Thomas went the other .

As Kerly progressed through the county scene, so 
Thomas took a personal interest in the young talent . He saw 
something different . Thomas used to train by running up 
the Kent coast sand dunes with boots on and without any 
laces – and his tenacity wore off on Kerly . ‘I wasn’t the most 
skilful player through the school . But I was tenacious and 
wanted to win at everything . It didn’t always go down well 
with the kids around you . But I was fiercely competitive 
rather than anything talented .’

Kerly’s father, who had started a building firm, was by 
now working out in the Middle East as his son reached 15, 
and sent home envelopes of Omani rials for his wife and 
family to survive on . ‘We weren’t that well off at home, and 
mum had to bring up five kids and worked a job and a half,’ 
says Kerly .

The oldest of three brothers and two sisters, Kerly 
would return from weekly training in the dark on the late 
train from Ramsgate to Herne Bay with a stick slung over 
his shoulder . ‘It was an hour each way and I spent a lot of 
time travelling,’ Kerly recalls .

He still has the ball he scored with as part of England’s 
under-16 victory over the Netherlands . Moreover, in the 
same match, he broke a team-mate’s ankle by standing on 
his stick . He was also caught smoking in the changing room 
before the match . ‘I was given absolute hell, but clearly they 
frightened us and nothing much more . 
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‘I was a bit of a challenge, I suppose . Hockey was a 
middle-class, privileged sport in those days . And I was 
from the other side of the tracks from a grammar school . I 
perhaps didn’t toe the line .’

Roger Self first eyed Kerly playing for the South as 
a 19-year-old as GB trained for the Moscow Olympics . 
Kerly had a physical battle with Bernie Cotton that day . 
And, from the touchlines, Self was heard giving the South 
midfielder some choice words of advice . ‘I turned and gave 
Roger what I thought,’ laughs Kerly .

‘It didn’t matter who it was who was trying to beat me . 
These guys knew the tricks, how to knock you back and 
rough you up . But I just went for it .’

As with his earlier schooldays, these now established 
players Kerly was playing against were experiencing this 
‘little upstart’ . Kerly cared not a jot . His future international 
rivals were also recognising the potential in this hot-headed 
prospect . Playing for England juniors against Germany at 
Folkestone, Kerly came up against future Olympian Stefan 
Blocher, with sticks ending up on the floor . One of the top 
German coaches also imparted some words for Kerly, the 
young Englishman’s response being, ‘Are you the bloke 
who’s written all these books about hockey, then?’

‘I just wasn’t shy about giving it out to people from a 
young age, which people found hard . I guess Roger was 
looking for people who stood up to people at the end of 
the day . You need troops and I was considered a front 
line troop!
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‘Where someone like Batch was brilliant in unlocking 
defenders, I just worked, worked and worked . And 
eventually I happened to be in the right place at the right 
time .’

Connecting with speeding hockey balls in the circle 
was one thing . Preparation time for the 1984 Games 
was another . ‘Time was short for a team with no training 
schedule and precious little cash in the kitty,’ wrote hockey 
journalist Bill Colwill . Jon Potter was at Southampton 
University when he heard on the radio that the Soviets 
had boycotted the Games . He raced downstairs and 
immediately called Self, who told him to attend a training 
weekend in two weeks’ time .

‘It was surreal as we turned up almost unexpected,’ he 
says . ‘But Roger never let you feel that you were just there 
to make up the numbers . That was where he was a genius .’

Potter later graduated from Southampton with a 
geography degree in 1986, followed by an MBA at Aston 
Business School between 1986 and 1987, and landed his 
first job as a 24-year-old at KP Foods at the start of the 
Olympic year of 1988 .

‘I didn’t spend much time at Southampton, as I was 
travelling around playing for Hounslow . I didn’t know 
too many of my fellow students, but after playing in Los 
Angeles in the summer and coming back to college in the 
autumn, lots of people seemed to know me . It changed my 
social life . “Oh, goodness, that’s the guy who sits in the 
geography class,” they must have thought .’
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When Potter was playing, he wouldn’t eat snack foods 
or confectionary and, for a student without any nutritional 
support, was conscious of what he was eating . He didn’t 
start drinking until his final year at Southampton . ‘The 
wrong way to do it,’ he admits today from his home in the 
US . KP Foods was a snack food company, his second job 
was with a confectionary company, while his third and 
current role is as a vice president in the beverage industry . 
‘Having gone nowhere near those products to working 
within them was quite a change,’ he muses .

Potter grew up in Slough and attended Burnham 
Grammar School . Through school he was more in tune 
with cricket . He played at Minor Counties level with 
Berkshire and was also offered a summer contract with 
Gloucestershire, before hockey took over as a 16-year-old .

Spool forward five years and Potter was playing for 
England under-21s, at the time of the England–GB country 
dispute . He recalls going to his then girlfriend’s home and 
the pair decided to stay in for the night . Two hours later, 
Potter’s father phoned and told his son to get himself to 
Bisham for a training weekend due to the shortage of 
England players ahead of a tour to Australia .

Potter stayed in the squad, and was picked for the 
1983 Home Countries championship and the European 
Championships in Amsterdam . He regards himself ‘hugely 
fortuitous’ that he also happened to live near Bisham 
Abbey at the time . Further, his international position was 
also to be cemented after he was told that right-half at his 
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new club was already locked in place with the talented 
Mark Precious occupying the position . The Hounslow 
captain, the former international Dr Ian Thompson, told 
him to play left-half, and a short time later he found 
himself in that position for his country after an injury to 
a fellow player .

England failed to impress at the European 
Championships . But Potter’s first memory of Roger Self 
remains intact . ‘Roger said something to the media like 
“England were very poor apart from the four youngsters .”’ 
He meant Robert Clift, Potter, Imran Sherwani and David 
Faulkner were the only positives from the England side .

‘Having been in the England under-21s, you suddenly 
realised that all these coaches from schoolboy level upwards 
that I had dealt with had modelled themselves off their 
experience on Self . You go to an under-21 weekend and 
you would be run into the ground, picked on by coaches, 
made to look a fool . And when you met Roger, he could be 
the same . And although he was unique, to some degree you 
were ready for the experience .’

Laissez-faire charm was not part of Self ’s character . 
His phone calls to the GB squad were, though, calm and 
assured in the face of a pressured scenario . So certain had 
Taylor and Barber been of another Olympic miss that they 
had even started families . Now the players had less than 
two months to prepare for the Olympics .

* * *
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KULBIR Bhaura doesn’t believe that manager Self and 
David Whitaker, the tactical coach, had a long-term plan 
to deliver gold in Seoul as the 1982 season started . ‘Where 
we stood in the world, I think if you asked David and Roger 
if their aim was to win gold in 1988 I think they would be 
lying, personally . To achieve a gold medal in six years, it 
wasn’t possible to have that kind of progress .

‘But the team evolved and we had the right blend of 
players . There was talent on the pitch in every department . 
We understood each other and each other’s game . Roger 
and David kept the team and the strength and for that they 
have to take credit .’

Kulbir found the build-up to LA a ‘torrid’ time, 
permanently sweating over his selection for the Games . 
According to Kulbir, Self didn’t believe Asian players had 
the mental strength or fitness levels that he demanded . ‘At 
the Olympic qualifier, I played about 40 minutes of hockey 
in the whole tournament . I was there on the strength of 
the selectors . My fitness level was good . I competed with 
everyone else . My tests were good enough .’

Kulbir came back in a trough of despair . On the verge 
of quitting, a close friend persuaded him to travel down 
to Cardiff to watch two Test matches shortly after, despite 
being omitted .

‘He told me to show my face and take an interest . He 
drove me down and we managed to get a speeding ticket 
on the way! We watched the match and came back and 
I thought that was the end of things . But I kept training 
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before the call from Roger to attend a training weekend at 
Lilleshall .’

He turned up with a thin hope of being selected . So did 
Newport-born Robert Clift, who grew up in Lincolnshire 
before spending his formative years in Coventry . To that 
end, Graham Burgess can be added to the list of influential 
coaches who summoned a love of the sport Clift’s way . 

‘He cared and he challenged me . In schoolboy hockey 
I was influential in matches and once scored 100 goals in 
a season as a forward in those days . I forgot to do that later 
in my career though .

‘He would start to umpire against me and consciously 
make my life more difficult but then explain what he was 
doing after the event . So I managed to deal with some of 
the adversities and how I would react .’

Clift remembers Burgess ‘single-handedly’ umpiring 
against him in one game, to the point where ‘I was about 
to burst as it felt like he was blowing for the opposition’ .

Clift was undeterred . He was introduced to club hockey, 
and Burgess’s love of the game was transported to all the 
people he coached .

His first international cap came in his second year 
at Nottingham University in 1982, followed by a tour to 
Australia . That match at Loftus Road came against France, 
amid the furore over Great Britain and England when no 
Southgate players were available for selection .

In the changing room at half-time, half of the squad 
had demanded to speak to management over the lack of 
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matches Great Britain were playing in order to give them 
a better ranking for Olympic qualification . As a nervous 
debutant, Clift remembers being sent out to the pitch to 
warm up, without half of his team-mates .

Later that year, Clift was picked for the Australia 
tour in place of Steve Batchelor . Coach David Whitaker 
stopped training one day and asked him ‘to play like 
Steve Batchelor, which everyone found quite funny’ . This 
proved to be an ironic remark, given that Clift was more 
commonly referred to as ‘the players’ player’ . ‘I morphed 
my playing style so I could find myself on the team really,’ 
admits Clift . ‘I started out on the left wing, forward, then 
right-wing, inside-right and eventually found a slot at 
inside-left .’

He says that the balance of friends at university – where 
he also met his future wife – helped him to deal with the 
rigours of international hockey . ‘They were the least sporty 
people you could imagine . They spent most of their time 
drinking but I don’t think I missed out completely .’

Friends were needed in time of disappointment as 
well, as he aimed for a Great Britain spot before the 1984 
Olympics . He had failed to gain selection for a tour to Hong 
Kong at the end of 1983, a qualifier for Los Angeles . And 
when the squad was announced, the team went to a pub 
that night and put on John Denver’s ‘Leaving on a Jet Plane’ 
on the jukebox by way of cheering him up . Six weeks before 
his university finals, Clift’s wife walked into the library 
with the news of the Soviets’ Olympic boycott . 
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‘I knew immediately that GB were going to the Games . 
I had to work out whether to go through my finals or train 
for the Olympics . I tried to run the two together back then, 
but juggling the two didn’t work out particularly well .’

But it was the story leading up to the final squad 
announcement that proved as harsh for Clift as any other 
Olympic selection tale of woe .

With just weeks to go until the LA Games, 13 
players were picked after one training day at Lilleshall . 
Management then asked four further players – Clift, Mark 
Precious, Kulbir and David Faulkner – to do a fitness 
shuttle test in two lots of grid sprints to decide three more 
travelling players .

‘I was pretty certain that Kulbir and Mark were the two 
being tested for selection,’ recalls Faulkner . ‘It was all about 
character for them .’

Potter says: ‘We all sat on the bank and he called four 
players down . As a team, we were supportive of all four, as 
they were our friends .’

Ian Thompson, a doctor friend of Kulbir’s at Hounslow 
who was also attending the training camp, helped to feed 
back information . Self was still adamant that Kulbir was 
not up to the task . Meanwhile the selectors, including 
Whitaker and Colin Whalley, were in favour of him due 
to his undoubted stick skills .

The agony for Kulbir was that he felt this was a strident 
attack on his own abilities . There was no way out . As the 
team lined up on the bank, the task in hand comprised six 
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sets of 25m shuttle sprints from 5m apart, with a 35-second 
rest in between .

‘I ran on my own against the clock,’ says Kulbir . ‘I 
remember the squad were cheering and encouraging me 
on . I was absolutely shattered . I chucked my stick into the 
stand at the end . It was more in anger at Roger that I had 
to do it on my own .’

Kulbir’s time was clocked at 196 seconds, some way 
off his best mark . ‘When you’re fresh, you were looking at 
about 180 seconds at your best .’

There was further agony for Kulbir when he was told 
that his team-mates would run together in a three . They 
subsequently finished in 190 seconds, meaning that for 
every shuttle they were one second quicker . ‘If Kulbir was 
running with them, I’m sure he would be up with them as 
they push each other,’ Self was told .

So, with all four effectively running at the same fitness 
levels, the squad departed while management convened 
over selection; Kulbir, Precious and Faulkner were selected 
that afternoon . ‘I was saying to Roger that I will do whatever 
you want me to do,’ says Faulkner, ‘but it felt like I was 
doing bloody shuttles in my sleep!’

Clift was disconsolate . Having missed out on previous 
tours, he found this one the hardest to swallow . ‘I busted 
a gut, but I could never hold on to Mark . It happened so 
quickly, and it was more about the confusion of what 
exactly was going on . This scenario had never happened 
before and it all seemed a bit strange .
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‘Yes, I was disappointed, but I didn’t have a problem 
with it . Kulbir was my hero .’

The crux for management was Kulbir’s attacking talent 
over Clift’s better fitness, and being adaptable in other 
positions . ‘Kulbir was a better player,’ Clift admits . ‘His 
ability in running at people was like nothing I’d seen before . 
It was done in an Asian style, and his stick skills were 
something to aspire to . On top of that he is a gentleman 
and really supportive . How could I be disappointed?’

It was, he adds, a tricky time . ‘But it steeled my 
motivation,’ he says . ‘I went away on holiday to get away 
from LA with my wife, Helen; no news, no shoes . I borrowed 
a tent and a car and we just got away from it .’

There were several sympathetic voices in the GB camp 
following Clift’s omission . Not least from county team-
mate Imran Sherwani, whose name was to hog headlines 
four years later and who was also sidelined from the 
1984 Olympics .

Sherwani’s path to England came to pass following his 
father’s birth in India, then under British rule, in 1933 and 
ahead of partition in the following decade . Asrar became 
Pakistani before becoming one of the first Pakistanis 
to travel to the UK as a 19-year-old . Despite Sherwani’s 
grandfather working in the engineering sector, his father 
first worked as a fur coat designer in London .

‘He didn’t like the people of London, so he jumped on 
a bus and ended up in Stoke-on-Trent,’ says Sherwani from 
his home . ‘Word of mouth in the pottery industry then saw 
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that this Pakistani hockey player was in the area and most 
of the bosses were of public school heritage and they gave 
him a job .’

Sherwani’s father joined North Staffs Hockey Club, 
playing at the Michelin Tyres Sports Ground . His two sons 
would watch his matches, knocking a ball about before 
sneaking into the changing rooms before the adults and 
getting into the plunge baths before the muddy hockey 
players arrived back .

Back in their terraced house, before the family’s 
businesses began to grow successful, the two hockey-mad 
brothers would normally be found in a small yard at the 
back of the house . Sherwani would place bricks evenly 
spaced out and dribble for hours, in and out, until a new 
grass turf was laid out in the garden .

Sherwani soon progressed from the 5th XI, coming on 
as a young, quick forward in a team made up of stalwart 
players, into the 1st XI and under the watchful eye of club 
president Laurie Alcock, born before the Second World 
War, otherwise known as ‘Mr Cannock’, and still part of 
the club today .

‘With dad working and mum looking after the children, 
Laurie would pick me up and take me everywhere, along 
with other fellow players . He was so influential on my 
growth and development and had a massive effect on me . 
It saw me play for Staffordshire and then the Midlands .’

It was here that he had trials for England at under-16 
level alongside Clift . ‘I was with well-spoken public 
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school players and I thought that I had no chance . But 
I got in .’ Sherwani’s moment at senior level arrived at a 
Home Counties international series in Cardiff, the same 
tournament that Kulbir had travelled down to in a bid 
to keep his hopes of competing at the 1984 Games alive . 
Sherwani’s own hopes were soon to come crashing down . ‘I 
was playing centre-forward, Sean was in the midfield, and 
I had the task of taking penalty strokes . We had been given 
the kit, but I had a nasty injury to my right knee .’

Nerves were frayed . A meniscus tear had flared up and 
Sherwani took the hard decision to pull out of the Olympic 
squad and travel over to the US . There he would take in 
the Games from the stands, watching the GB side as 13th 
seeds . Time off for work had been granted for the players . 
There was little time for preparation, and Self’s squad were 
not expected to fight for medals . The pressure was off .
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